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information presented in this publication is solely based on secondary research and in some cases based on 
interviews. The innovations featured in this publication are identified by the contributors to serve the 
objective of disseminating information related to Indian Innovations and have not been chosen following any 
specific process. The publishers makes no representation or warranties with respect to the accuracy, applica-
bility, fitness, or completeness of the information contained in this publication.
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foReWoRD

On behalf of the Technology Development Board, Department of Science & Technology, Government of India, 
I am pleased to share the first volume of “India Innovations - Impacting People’s Lives”. This is a compilation 
of Indian case studies representing the innovative and entrepreneurial fervor of present day India.
 
Technology Development Board has been at the forefront of encouraging Indian entrepreneurs and compa-
nies to take up technology oriented products by way of helping the technology products to be commercialized. 
 
The present volume documents varied case studies representing different domains of innovation and show-
casing many unique disruptions and drivers of change. The volume is a testimony to Technology Develop-
ment Board’s steadfast commitment to igniting, challenging, inspiring, and catalyzing disruptive new ways 
of thinking and acting that radically increase the chances for all its stakeholders to thrive in our rapidly 
changing world.  
 
No single publication, no matter how expertly or how earnestly crafted, could cover every dimension of 
Indian innovation. The effort is to bring to light the significant innovations, which could prove to be pivotal 
in inspiring and stimulating more innovations on the Indian landscape. 
 
Realizing the importance of disseminating information related to Indian innovations and the very fact that 
each time frame throws in new innovations, we have decided to make this publication a quarterly publica-
tion, to be published 4 times in a year.

I thank Global Innovation & Technology Alliance (GITA), a Joint Venture between TDB and Confederation of 
Indian Industry (CII) for developing this publication for TDB. 
 
We hope that this publication will have positive implications for innovators and the innovation ecosystem 
in the country. We invite you to share your insights and suggestions with us. We welcome your ideas and 
innovations for future volumes of this publication.
 

Best Wishes,
Harkesh Kumar Mittal
Secretary, Technology Development Board (TDB), Government of India &
Co-Chairman, Global Innovation & Technology Alliance (GITA)

Harkesh Kumar Mittal
Secretary, 
Technology Development Board (TDB), 
Government of India &
Co-Chairman, 
Global Innovation & Technology Alliance (GITA)
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InTRoDUCTIon

The classical definition of “Innovation” is slowly get-
ting redefined with some key attributes like “afford-
able”, “accessible”, “impacting common man’s lives” 
etc. And India is playing the most active role in this 
transition.
The innovation players in developed nations have been so far aligned to high cost innovations 
aimed towards the upper economic strata of society. But most of them are now shifting towards 
low cost innovations aimed towards the lower economic strata where volumes are very high.

There are many known stories of global players who are innovating new low cost products and 
services that have a market in India and other nations of similar economic scale. 
There are also  shining examples of Indian players who are also tapping new markets at the Bot-
tom of the Pyramid.

This is a great trend, one that will benefit larger section of society as well as the innovators. 

This has impacted the mindset of average Indians to be more entrepreneurial, to be more innova-
tive, and to leverage their own talents for economic benefits. We are increasingly seeing young 
Indians passing out of premier institutions like IITs and IIMs, who are opting to start their own 
businesses with innovative products and services rather than take up a plum highly paid job.  
We are also seeing many Indians who are not fortunate enough to pursue their higher education 
too far, also developing highly innovative and successful business models.

This is the story of India- Innovations that is slowly 
emerging– “Innovation by the people & for the people”. 
We need to publicize to the world such success stories 
which will become the role models for others to emulate. 
This is a first ever effort in India to capture successful case studies of Indian Innovations that are 
impacting people’s lives and to project to the world the Innovation Prowess of India. This will be 
a quarterly publication each issue featuring 10 to 12 case studies.

5

The case studies chosen for this compilation are largely those, which have perhaps been known, 
but have not been discussed adequately. Many of these cases are such that we experience them 
in our day-to-day lives but they are so intrinsically related to us that we fail to identify them as 
innovation.
 
The case studies presented in these covers are a rich source of practical examples of strate-
gies, mindsets, business processes employed by multifarious organizations in India. As a result, 
these cases will become a rich source of inspiration to many individuals and organizations seek-
ing to improve people’s lives in their own way.
 
The contributors have chosen these case studies specifically for the purpose of this report. The 
case studies have not been chosen through any competitive or merit based process. Having 
identified the cases to be incorporated in this compilation, they went about finding information 
about the cases. The contributors have compiled the information through secondary research 
and in some cases spoken to the people connected with the represented organizations. Most of 
the information presented herein is from secondary sources and is not corroborated. The case 
studies are chosen to encourage others to learn from the success of others in order to achieve 
better outcomes. The following pages contain a chronicle of some of the most outstanding and 
innovative examples.

The case studies all follow a similar format. Each case begins with the background information of 
the company / organization, followed by the problem / opportunity, the innovation, the impact 
of the innovation and finally references of the sources of data.

This compilation is a snapshot of innovations that are unfolding before us. A snapshot is defined 
as an isolated observation or a brief look or an impression or view of something brief or transi-
tory. A snapshot is not the whole story, which would have a plot with characters and a climax. 
While so much is happening around us, as a snapshot this compilation shows us a glimpse of 
things in the moment of time. 

We believe that this is more than just a 
publication. This is an advocacy tool to 

celebrate Indian innovations and also to 
inspire more innovation. The compilation 

is to induce people to think and will 
instigate those who have thought to act. 

This report we believe will commence 
a virtuous cycle that will foster growth 

and improve people’s lives by expanding 
their choices and capabilities.
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Jnana  
fellowship 

It is widely known 
that the ability of a 

nation to use and cre-
ate knowledge capi-

tal determines its 
capacity to empower 

and enable its citi-
zens by increasing 

human capabilities.

Jnana felloWshIp
Jnana Fellowship at Karnataka Knowledge Commission: 
Calling Youth for Change

Karnataka Knowledge Commission
It is widely known that the ability of a nation to use and create knowledge capital determines its 
capacity to empower and enable its citizens by increasing human capabilities. In an attempt to 
ensure easy access to knowledge, creation and preservation of knowledge systems, dissemina-
tion of knowledge and better knowledge services, the Government of India commissioned the 
National Knowledge Commission in June 2005. During its first three and a half year term, this 
high-level advisory body to the Prime Minister of India submitted around 300 recommendations 
on 27 focus areas and several of these recommendations are currently underway at the Central 
and State levels. The Central Government has also recommended each state to have a focused 
effort towards driving the respective state and eventually nation towards a knowledge society, 
and the Karnataka Knowledge Commission was a step in this direction.

In an attempt to ensure easy access to knowledge, 
creation and preservation of knowledge systems, dis-
semination of knowledge and better knowledge ser-
vices, the Government of India commissioned the Na-
tional Knowledge Commission in June 2005.
Karnataka Knowledge Commission (KKC), also known as the Karnataka Jnana Aayoga, is a high-
empowered commission constituted in September 2008. Headed by the world- renowned space 
scientists and Member of Planning Commission of India- Dr. K. Kasturirangan, KKC has been 
able to touch various facets of knowledge in the state of Karnataka and beyond. The focus ar-
eas of the Commission are: teacher development, higher education policy, public health, skill 
development, community knowledge and practice, and geographical information system, and 
the Commission works closely with key government, semi- government and private enterprises 
towards drafting policy recommendations on these areas and in enabling implementation. Some 
of the marquee innovative initiatives by the KKC are Kanaja, an online encyclopedia enabling 
usage and information disseminating of Kannada language, drafting of Karnataka State Innova-
tion University Bill in 2011, Jnana Fellowship Programme, and more recently Jnana Sodha, Jnana 
Shodha, a state level invitation to undertake research studies. The current case documents the 
genesis and the story of Jnana Fellowship Programme
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origins of the Jnana fellowship
Creating a knowledge society calls for inclusion, and the realization that a lot more talent and 
caliber exists outside of the formal system that the institutions generally engage with. The Kar-
nataka Knowledge Commission took the initiative of infusing fresh ideas into the system and the 
first step was to promote young scholars to join the Commission and engage with various State 
Government bodies in ushering knowledge development, capturing and realization towards 
valuable activities. There was also the need felt to establish better communication channels 
between the public systems and the citizens, and thereby bring about innovation in the working 
of the various Government departments.  Further, the intent was to promote the social quotient 
of the individuals and lift the future development of the various sectors. This programme would 
give an opportunity for the youth to experience Government functioning first hand and engage 
themselves in working for a better society.

 
The Jnana fellowship
Karnataka Knowledge Commission institutionalized the Jnana Fellowship in 2011 in offering de-
serving scholars/professionals/youth an opportunity of carrying out research, development, 
implementing new initiatives, project management, training related activities in various fields, 
sectors and departments of Government of Karnataka.

In the first year of the Fellowship Programme, 18 Fellows worked in the Departments of Planning, 
Programme Monitoring and Statistics, Department of Health and Family Welfare, Department 
of Youth Services, Department of Horticulture, Department of Higher Education, Department 
of Women and Child Development, Department of Personnel Administration and Reforms (Elec-
tion), and the Department of Primary and Secondary Education. The Fellows came from diverse 
backgrounds, with most as postgraduates with a few health professionals, few doctorate hold-
ers and a few degree holders. The work experience of these Jnana Fellows ranged from a few 
years to nearly two decades, and the group had an equal mix of both the genders.

While a detailed report on each of the projects is available at the Fellowship booklet, the nature 
of the assignment could be gauged from the project titles. Some of which are: Formulation of a 
monitoring plan for Karnataka Mahila Abhivruddhi Yojane and gender budgeting; Evolving Kar-
nataka State Youth Policy; Study of post-harvest management activities in different districts of 
Karnataka under Department of Horticulture; A study on community barriers in accessing Gov-
ernment Healthcare Facilities; Improving the quality of electoral rolls in BBMP; and Improving 
the health of the community through school children, among others.

The Karnataka Knowledge Commission took the initiative of infusing fresh 
ideas into the system and the first step was to promote young scholars to 
join the Commission and engage with various State Government bodies 
in ushering knowledge development, capturing and realization towards 
valuable activities. 

The approach
Promoted with the catch phrase of ‘take a break and work with Government’, the call of applica-
tions for the Fellowship Programme began in July of 2011. The application criteria were that the 
applicant must be in 28 to 40 years of age group, having a minimum of an under-graduate degree 
with at least five years of work experience and commendable professional track record, demon-
strated social responsibility, possessing a perspective of development sector, and above all, a 
desire to work with the Government system. The Department of Personnel and Administrative 
Reforms facilitated the implementation of the programme as the designated Nodal Department 
of the Government.

Promoted with the catch phrase of ‘take a break and 
work with Government’, the call of applications for the 
Fellowship Programme began in July of 2011.
In all, KKC received 3,000 filled applications since the announcement of the fellowships in July. 
As many as 412 candidates were shortlisted in the first stage for a written test. Through a rigor-
ous process, 50 applicants were shortlisted for interview. A panel headed by Prof. S S Meenak-
shisundaram and representatives of Governemnt Departments and industry as members select-
ed 24 Jnana Fellows. Of these 18 Fellows formally joined the Departments on November 8, 2011. 

Selected Fellows underwent an initial orientation and induction after which they were assigned 
with various projects for a period of six months. Principal Secretaries and nominated representa-
tives of various Government departments gave them a brief on the working of their respective 
departments. The Fellows were provided reasonable fellowship amount.

A panel headed  
by Prof.  

S S Meenakshisundaram 
and representatives of  

Governemnt Departments 
and industry as members 
selected 24 Jnana Fellows. 

Of these 18 Fellows  
formally joined the  

Departments on  
November 8, 2011. 
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It is promising now that with the right discipline in place, such 
initiatives could change the face of governance in one of the 
largest democracies of the world.

The Impact

The Jnana Fellowship Programme was first of a kind 
initiative by any south- Indian State Government, and 
the overwhelming response to the call for Fellowship 
Programme and encouraging reception by various 
public departments is an indication of the feasibility 
and vitality of such initiatives. The programme indeed 
was proven to be a ‘two- way system’ where citizens 
as well the government bodies can better understand 
each other’s needs and work collaboratively. 
Talking of the impact, apart from the well-received study reports, three government depart-
ments had shown interest in absorbing the Fellows who had worked with them. An online docu-
mentary sheds more light on the experiences of the Jnana Fellows, and that of representatives 
from the State Government Departments and the other key stakeholders, and demonstrates the 
spark that this ‘trial run’ has produced in truly bringing about knowledge vibrancy in the State  
of Karnataka.

The future
The valedictory session for the Jnana Fellowship Programme was held in May 2012 and speaking 
at which, Prof. Sridhar, the Member Secretary and Executive Director of Karnataka Knowledge 
Commission, said that talks were on with the government to continue the Jnana Fellowship pro-
gramme, which has already finished a trial run. Indeed this is an inspiration for the National 
Knowledge Commission and other states in India, on a systematic approach to bring about tan-
gible results in such a short time. It is promising now that with the right discipline in place, such 
initiatives could change the face of governance in one of the largest democracies of the world.
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Narayana 
Hrudayalaya (NH) 
is the poster boy 
of innovation in 
healthcare for 

India and arguable 
for rest of the 

world. 

naRayana hRUDayalaya
India’s largest multi-specialty hospital chain, and one of the world’s  
largest pediatric heart hospitals.

about narayana hrudayalaya
Narayana Hrudayalaya (NH) is the poster boy of innovation in healthcare for India and arguable 
for rest of the world. 

Established in 2001 in Bangalore, the hospital already 
boasts of as India’s largest multi-specialty hospital 
chain, and one of the world’s largest pediatric heart 
hospitals. Found by world renowned cardiac sur-
geon and Padma Bhushan, Dr. Devi Prasad Shetty, 
NH comprises of 14 hospitals across the country with  
5,700 beds . 
Started as a cardiac care, the hospital is now present in the areas of orthopaedics, oncology, 
nephrology, neurology, eye care, dermatology and dental care. NH’s telemedicine practice, in 
which each surgeon has Skype on his laptop, extends its reach even further, to 100 facilities 
throughout the country and more than 50 in Africa .

Cardiac surgery for which the hospital has become world famous, has been a case study in many 
business schools  and institutions alike . The hospital already conducts 12% of all the heart sur-
geries in India, but Dr. Shetty asserts that with 90,000 surgeries performed by NH currently, the 
figure is nowhere close to 2.5 million surgeries required in India per year. One of the hallmarks 
of NH remains its ability to offer low-cost surgery at world class quality standards. For instance, 

The hospital already 
conducts 12% of all the 
heart surgeries in In-
dia, but Dr. Shetty as-
serts that with 90,000 
surgeries performed 
by NH currently, the 

figure is nowhere 
close to 2.5 million 

surgeries required in 
India per year. 
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the cost of a 3- 4 day package at NHis around INR 75,000 as compared to a INR 225,000 of a 
similar hospital in India and this would almost one-tenth of what a US based hospital would 
charge. More impressive is that almost half of the patients are children and babies and almost 
60% of the treatments are provided below cost or even for free, yet NH maintains a profit margin 
of 7.7% after tax. Add to this the fact that NH has on an average 1.4% mortality rate within 30 
days of coronary artery bypass graft surgery as compared to 1.9% in the U.S .The chain also cre-
ated a world record by performing about 15,000 surgeries on patients from 25 countries . All this 
is possible owing to Dr. Shetty’s vision, discipline, and a host of process level innovations, high 
asset utilization, surgery- based compensation for doctors, high- levels of automation, tight cost 
control and vendor negotiation, and above all a purpose driven staff. 

Providing healthcare service would be futile if millions of people can’t afford one. To address the 
affordability of healthcare services, especially cardiac survey, NH joined hands with the Karna-
taka state government in offering an insurance scheme called Yashaswini. 

It is India’s largest micro health insurance programme 
and the world’s largest self-funded health insurance 
scheme for nearly 3 million farmers at a monthly pre-
mium of INR 10. This ensures cashless treatment in 
around 350 state-run hospitals in the country . 

For all these innovations, NH was recently featured 
as one of world’s most innovative companies by Fast-
Company . All this for a hospital that is just about a 
decade old! And now the hospital goes high-tech by 
expanding its reach and efficiency by being the first 
hospital chain in the country to adopt Cloud Comput-
ing. The case shared the origin of the innovation, the 
success NH experienced and the approach.

In 2010, Narayana Hrudayalaya decided to expand from a 5,000-
bed operation to 30,000 beds in five years. Apart from the real 
estate, medical infrastructure, and requirement of trained staff, 
one pressing concern was the scalability of the IT infrastructure, 
more specifically the hospital information system, the core en-
terprise system for hospitals. 

Genesis of healthcare on the Cloud
In 2010, Narayana Hrudayalaya decided to expand from a 5,000-bed operation to 30,000 beds 
in five years. Apart from the real estate, medical infrastructure, and requirement of trained staff, 
one pressing concern was the scalability of the IT infrastructure, more specifically the hospital 
information system, the core enterprise system for hospitals. The CIO of NH, Mr. Srikanth Raman 
observes that, “There were issues of building up and owning systems, being able to find skilled 
IT resources and retaining them. The upfront cost implications were huge, let alone the manage-
ability issues. A conventional datacenter set up, whether at a centralized location or at every 
hospital, would be a time consuming, tedious affair.” 

One of the cleanest, yet largely untested solutions was to completely outsource the manage-
ment of data centres and IT infrastructure. In 2010, this was however ahead of time, when most 
CIOs were still grappling with concerns regarding data security, system availability, integration, 
and scalability. The need was urgent and it called for a leap of faith. 

about healthcare on the Cloud
To meet the growth ambitions of NH, it partnered with Ict Health Technology Services for the 
Hinai HIS (Hospital Information System) application software and integration with the backend 
Oracle supply chain and financial systems.and IT services company- HCL Infosystems for the 
cloud infrastructure Both the partnerships are long term contracts to ensure sustainability, scal-
ability and stability.. It’s the first time in India and perhaps the world that a hospital manage-
ment system has gone completely cloud based. The solution aims to encourage best clinical and 
administrative practices being adopted by all the unit hospitals, mandates uniform MIS, ensures 
one unique identifier for the patient across the group hospitals and instant availability of the 
clinical records among other benefits. In the medium to long term, with the connectivity costs 
continuously coming down, and the cloud environment being on pay as you use model, the costs 
of the deployment of a world class technology has been well contained. 
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More importantly, the cloud deployment delivers un-
paralleled visibility of costs across the organization 
and the resultant peer pressure drives efficiencies.  
Cost controlis  sacrosanct to NH’s strategy, and the so-
lution has been of top priority for Dr. Shetty .  

The approach
The case is a good example of relevant partnerships being forged to solve genuine business 
problem by adopting emerging technology. The teams engaged in a feasibility study and pi-
lot deployment in  2010. After doing the feasibility study, the NH’s IT team along with HCL/iCT 
Health rolled out a six- month project at their Jamshedpur based hospital where all the project 
components were tested and fine tuned. Redundant connectivity was built into the design. The 
application was then rolled out to various other locations as a part of the contract and is cur-
rently deployed at over 20 NH Hospitals, Heart care centres and diagnostic clinics in Bangalore, 
Jaipur, Hyderabad, Ahmadabad, Raipur and other centres in addition to Jamshedpur where it all 
started.

The Challenges
As any computer user, let alone a CIO would appreciate, there are difficulties when an IT system 
has to be ported from one paradigm to another, and calling Cloud Computing as a new paradigm 
won’t be an exaggeration. Doing it in an environment where millions of records for thousands of 
patients are to be preserved and the data is updated at a rapid pace, across multiple locations, 
the room for error isn’t much. Some of the technical problems that the team faced during integra-
tion of NH’s hospital information system (HIS) with the cloud were in ensuring application com-
patibility, data security, and seamless connectivity knowing that over 3000 simultaneous users 
would engage with the system. All this called for the unstinting support and sustaining vision 

from the very top, generous sharing of domain knowledge by the NH medical and administrative 
team and commitment from a small but passionate core joint team of the three stake holders. 

The Impact
Though the rollout of the clinical applications is still underway, the results are already visible. 
MIS has been strengthened, cost visibility enhanced and standardization achieved. The adop-
tion of cloud innovation has been  a clear win for NH and could well prove to be a competitive 
advantage Patients do not have to re-register at different Nh hospitals and very soon (on com-
pletion of the clinical applications roll out) will not have to carry any files either. . 

Over the next 5 to 7 years horizon, the adoption of the 
cloud would save the NH Group a minimum of INR 20- 
25 crores in IT expenditure  and one could imagine the 
direct benefits of such a saving towards the core com-
petence of NH- saving lives.
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flipkart

Flipkart Online 
Services Pvt Ltd, 

which runs the 
e-commerce site 

Flipkart.com

flIpKaRT 
India’s Largest e-commerce Brand

Flipkart Online Services Pvt Ltd, which runs the e-commerce site Flipkart.com, is India’s larg-
est e-commerce brand that started with books in 2007, added consumer electronics category 
in September 2010 and has been adding categories since then. They pioneered the concept of 
Cash/Card on Delivery that became a game changer for them. Other Innovative features include 
30-day replacement guarantee, e-wallet, product comparison, and EMI facility besides its own 
delivery network. 

Flipkart is a typical online shopping portal with a port-
folio of products spreads across 15+ categories includ-
ing books, music, mobiles, computers, cameras, home 
& kitchen appliances, TV & home theatre systems, 
personal and healthcare products, stationery items, 
lifestyle products like perfumes, watches, health and 
beauty products and recently launched clothing. It has 
also stepped into the emerging digital content market 
with Flyte, their digital music store. 
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Let us look at some of the innovations at Flipkart:

Technology : 
Technology is at the core of an Internet based business; it is the engine that drives the whole 
machine, right from being an interface for its users to managing transactions and backend op-
erations. While the base engine is pretty standard – the differentiator lies in the detail. Flipkart 
has a simple interface that is easily navigable and even a new user can easily place an order with 
few clicks. Searching the products is simple, similar to Google. It is important for an e-portal is 
to be able to know its customer behavior, both as a community and as an individual. Since the 
space is relatively new, there was not data or trends available about the customers or consum-
ers. The data has been gathered and effectively used to recommend products to the customers 
based on what they searched for, what they browsed and what they eventually bought, recom-
mending them on their behavior and the behavior of similar profiles. At the back end they use 
data to measure performance of the products, categories and campaigns. 

They have designed an A/B framework that allows them to have multiple live versions of the 
website online simultaneously. This allows them to experiment with the new features and test 
it on a small set of users and based on the outcome adopt it, modify it or reject it. So instead on 
debating on a new feature, it is quickly put to a test for a decision. They have monitors that give 
live feed on the system performance, giving them a quick turn around to react to anything not 
going the right way.

If 
they say a 

book will reach 
you in 3-4 days you 

usually get it within that 
timeframe. Delivering con-
sistently on time has earned 

them the customer loyalty 
and brand value. This is 
something not so easy to 

replicate for competi-
tion while many other 

things are.

E-Wallet: 
This allows customers to pay once and keep shopping till the balance is exhausted. This is like 
a pre-paid option. 

Product / Price Comparison: 
This feature allowed users to compare different products in a category both on features and on 
price points and helps them take a decision. User reviews of course are also integrated for sub-
jective or qualitative reference. There is also a facility to search products on the basis of features 
or even brands and this one is especially useful for electronic products. 

Low Prices: 
Economies of scale and the low need for physical infrastructure bring down the product costs 
and the same can be passed on to the users.

They have designed an A/B framework that allows them to have 
multiple live versions of the website online simultaneously. This 
allows them to experiment with the new features and test it on a 
small set of users and based on the outcome adopt it, modify it or 
reject it. 

Logistics :
They started with a model where they would procure on demand 
from the suppliers but have switched to their own warehouses 
where they store products based on their sales forecast. Here the 
key feature that stands out is their precision and ability to under 
promise and over deliver. If they say a book will reach you in 3-4 
days you usually get it within that timeframe. Delivering consist-
ently on time has earned them the customer loyalty and brand 
value. This is something not so easy to replicate for competition 
while many other things are.

Features:
Some innovative features that Flipkart came out with combine the 
power of technology and logistics to deliver customer delight and 
business value.

Cash on Delivery: 
In the global markets, e-commerce sites run on the basic prem-
ise of plastic money. Most people have access to credit cards and 
more importantly they are comfortable using them online as much 
as they are in offline transactions. Scenario in India is different. 
There is a huge population that does not have access to credit 
cards and even those who have are skeptical of using them on-
line. This means that whole populations of potential customers of 
these common use products were falling outside the purview of 
e-commerce portals. Flipkart came out with a concept of Cash on 
Delivery (CoD), which means that you can place an order and pay 
in cash when the product is delivered at your doorstep. Though 
the numbers on percentage of CoD orders is not available, if you 
see the jump in numbers post the introduction of this feature, it 
sure has contributed in big way. This feature can be seen as adapt-
ing a globally accepted model of operation to local requirements 
and situations. 
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In the beginning Flipkart’s biggest selling point was 
their lowest price points. This is what drew most us-
ers to them, who were then indulged with the delight-
ful customer service. Offering lowest price points all 
the time is not a viable option for any business, and 
Flipkart is slowly moving into the realistic price point 
range. However the new entrants start with the same 
strategy – lowest price point, and they will pose stiff 
competition. If the customers will be willing to pay 
for the reliability of the brand will emerge over next  
couple of years.

Flipkart is increasing its portfolio of products slowly and steadily, learning the nuances of the 
each product category, building its base there and moving on to the new one. 

They are well supported by the Venture funding firms Accel Partners and Tiger Global Manage-
ment. The company blog mentions events like Hack – dedicated to creating something new.
With a target of $1Billion by 2015 Flipkart is well on its way to become India’s mrquee e-com-
merce company. They are sure a part of the history as they introduced online shopping to Indi-
ans, tweaked the global model to suit the Indian reality and worked on customer delight and 
built a trusted brand. With constant innovation, they have managed to stay ahead of the curve 
so far and given the DNA hopefully they would be able to maintain it too.

Consulting firm Technopak Advisors estimates India’s digital economy at $600 million currently, 
with the potential to balloon to $70 billion by 2020, indicating the potential market that is avail-
able to the e-commerce portals like Flipkart. As an early starter they would have the advantage 
of understanding the market, fine-tuning the product and building crucial relationships in their 
supply chain that they can leverage when the tipping point comes in.

Key Data 
• Ranks in the top 20 websites in India
• Book titles available– 11.5 million 
• Registered users – 3 million 
• Current manpower – Approx. 4800  in 7 cities
• Items shipped per day – 30000
• Own delivery network – 37 cities
• Revenue - Rs 500 crore in FY 2011-12, a ten-time 

increase from Rs 50 crore in FY 2010-11.
• Total Items Shipped – 64.72 Lakhs in 2011-12,  

9.63 Lakhs in 2010-11
• Website Visits – 10.3 Crores in 2011-12, 4  

Crores in 2010-11
• Acquisitions: Mime360.com, Letsbuy.com, 

WeRead, Chakpak.com
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YES Bank is one of 
India’s youngest and 

fastest growing  
private banks. 

yes banK
Innovations in Banking

YES Bank is one of India’s youngest and fastest growing private banks. Started in 2003, YES 
Bank is the only Greenfield license awarded by the Reserve Bank of India in the last 17 years. In a 
very short time, the bank has established itself in the product lines of corporate and institutional 
banking, emerging corporates banking, branch banking, and international banking. Today YES 
Bank is India’s fourth largest private bank.  

As the founder, CEO and MD of YES Bank, Dr. Rana Kapoor crafts it, “the bank stands on the 
pillars of Growth, Trust, Technology, Knowledge driven Human Capital, Transparency and Re-
sponsible Banking.” One of the guiding philosophies of the institution is ‘Carpe Diem’, which 
is about ‘taking full advantage of the present, with fullest passion and dedication, tapping into 
one’s latent potential and creating winning situations out of every opportunity, every day’. Today 
the bank has over 5,500 employees, has total assets of over INR 73,000 crores, revenue of INR 
2,473 crores, and net profits of INR 977 crores. This is very impressive for a bank, which is not 
even a decade old!  

The bank aims to build the ‘Best Quality Bank of the 
World in India’ by adhering to the triple bottom line 
ethos i.e. ‘People’, ‘Planet’ and ‘Profit’. Talking of the 
quality focus, YES Bank became the first Indian bank, 
and the third one globally in the banking industry to 
receive certification for its “Complaints Management 
System (ISO 10002:2004)” by the British Standard’s 
Institution (BSI) as on August 25, 2010. The case fo-
cus on innovation led growth of YES Bank, and how 
the institution has ushered a host of innovations in an 
otherwise tough market to get into.
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Innovations at yes bank
One of the key intents of Dr. Kapoor has been to infuse an entrepreneurial culture within the 
bank. And to a large extent he has been successful in doing so. Here’re some of the instances:  

Systematic cost reduction: Keeping the cost base low was quintessential for YES Bank to give 
any real competition to the banking players already entrenched in the industry. One of the 
early moves was to completely outsource its IT infrastructure to Wipro Infotech in December 
2004. The deal would mean Wipro managing all of YES Bank’s core infrastructure and hardware, 
branch rollouts, networking, datacenters and back-up support on a build-own-operate basis. 

This seven- year contract was the first time a bank in 
India went for total outsourcing. Further, in 2010 YES 
Bank signed another deal with Cordys for augmenting 
the bank’s business processes and further lowering 
the cost of operations. 

Another first was the deal YES Bank stuck with Amer-
ica’s First Data Corporation (FDC) to install ATMs 
across high- footfall areas throughout India in a 
model wherein FDC would own the ATMs, while YES 
Bank will handle the banking transaction part like 
cash management, complaints management, and  
interbank settlement

In a unique experiment with SkandSoft Technologies, YES Bank embedded customers’ debit 
cards with RFID microchips, which transmit identity information to relationship managers as 
soon as customers walk in and displays the name and photo of the individual arriving as a pop-
up on fixed screens in multiple locations within the branch. Such low- cost technologies go a 
long way in delighting customers in a regulated industry which otherwise offers very little to 
differentiate. 

Today the bank has over 5,500 employees, has total assets of over 
INR 73,000 crores, revenue of INR 2,473 crores, and net profits 
of INR 977 crores. This is very impressive for a bank, which is not 
even a decade old!  

Knowledge based banking: Right since the inception, YES Bank focused on making domain and 
industry knowledge as its distinctive advantage. Very early on, the bank institutionalized a De-
velopment and Knowledge Banking (DKB) division giving expert advisory to business custom-
ers. Focus areas include: environment and renewable energy, food and agribusiness, infrastruc-
ture, healthcare and life sciences, communication and technology, and education and social 
infrastructure. In terms of the businesses, YES Bank has a special focus on small and medium 
enterprise (SME) and the bank regularly shares insights for their SME customers.  

Yet another knowledge initiative by the bank was ‘Say YES to education’, where YES Bank fa-
cilitates educational institutes, students and academics with awareness generation on bank-
ing and its products, offers need based consultancy, and specific accounts. For the current and 
prospective employees, and entrepreneurs, YES Bank launched YES School of Banking and YES- 
Professional Entrepreneurship Program, garnering industry-wide appreciation.

Another knowledge  
initiative by the bank was 

‘Say YES to education’, 
where YES Bank facili-
tates educational insti-
tutes, students and aca-
demics with awareness 
generation on banking 
and its products, offers 

need based consultancy, 
and specific accounts. 
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Delighting the customers: Starting with institutional banking, YES Bank soon became a name 
to reckon with in retail banking as well. The dual objectives of getting first- time customers in 
banking services, and attracting customers from other banks pushed YES Bank to sharpen its 
customer engagement. One such instance was the introduction of ‘Money Monitor’, an online 
account aggregation application, which YES Bank developed in collaboration with Yodlee. The 
product offers customers seamless access to their various accounts and investment products, 
personal data reports, expense recognition, and advisory.

Another step towards customer delight was YES FIRST, a relationship program for premium cus-
tomers. Some of the novel features include door- step banking, concierge services, and speech 
recognition based mobile banking. The bank also introduced YES FIRST the Women, especially 
focusing on the affluent working class and business women. 

The business benefits

With experimentation, technology partnership and a 
focus on quality, customers and knowledge genera-
tion, YES Bank has scaled to over 350 branches across 
200 locations in India as well as over 600 ATMs sup-
ported by two national operating centres. 
Most strategic partnerships are based on the variable cost model that helped YES Bank to  
abstain from huge upfront capital expenditures by way of joint marketing initiatives and  
co-creation and sharing of intellectual property. 

Some of the accolades speak volume about the innovation driven growth the bank has expe-
rience. These include: 2011 Dr. Rana Kapoor awarded as BMA Entrepreneurial Banker of the 
Decade; and in 2012 the bank receives Sustainable Bank of the Year (Asia/Pacific) Award at the 
FT/IFC Sustainable Finance Awards, second year in a row. A detailed list of various accolades 
fortifies the innovative approach the bank has taken.

The Way forward

In just over a decade, YES Bank has ushered a host of 
technology and customer service innovations in oth-
erwise dormant banking industry in India. To add to it, 
the bank is an Indian upstart, and has shown that with 
right orientation, experimentation, partnerships, and 
‘sticking to the knitting’, attracting customers isn’t 
difficult even if the context is that of a banking indus-
try. The future of YES Bank is articulated by the MD 
in his ‘Version 2.0’ statement. Sometime in 2010 the 
bank made its ambition vocal as ‘to achieve our des-
tination vision of 750 branches, 3000 ATMs, 12,000 
employees, Rs. 125,000 Cr. Deposit base, Rs. 100,000 
Cr. Loan book and a Rs. 150,000 Cr Balance Sheet size 
by 2015’. These numbers were later revised to 900 
Branches, 2000 ATMs and 12750 employees in April 
2012. Once in a while, we witness such rapid growths 
in an industry, and YES Bank richly deserves this ‘Vi-
sion Powered by Innovation’.
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InDIGo aIRlInes
IndiGo Airlines Pvt. Ltd is a subsidiary of InterGlobe Enterprises Limited is an 
Airline Company.

IndiGo Airlines Pvt. Ltd., a subsidiary of InterGlobe Enterprises Limited is an airline company. 
Based in Gurgaon, India, this no frills, Low Cost Carrier (LCC) was founded in 2005. Their primary 
operations are domestic though they have recently ventured on the international routes as well 
after completing 5 years in domestic skies. 

There are about 4000 employees. It connects 28 cit-
ies within India and 5 cities (Bangkok, Dubai, Kath-
mandu, Muscat and Singapore) internationally with 
373 daily flights. It is one of the youngest but most 
profitable airline company in India. In this case study 
we try to see what did they do different to be ahead  
of the competition.

Indigo – the leader on all fronts
DGCA Data on airlines performance as of Aug 2012:
Airline Market Share as of Aug 12

Indigo 27.6%

Go Air 7.4%

Spicejet 18.5%

Jetlite 6.5%

Jet Airways 18.7%

Air India (Dom)
18.2%

Kingfisher 3.2%

Religare 0.0%

Jet Airways + Jetlite = 25.2% 
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Airline Load Factor as of Aug 12

Airline Load Factor as of Aug 12 

ON - TIME PERFORMANCE (OTP)
Scheduled Domestic Airlines

OTP at Six Metro Airports
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Data clears indicates Indigo Airlines as leader not only in market share but also on other perfor-
mance parameters like Load Factor, on time performance and flight cancellations.

Load factor is directly related to profitability, the more seats you sell, the more profit you earn. 
What is important is to maintain the load factor consistently high and for that you need to do all 
other things right. 

On time performance works on two fronts – First, it builds up the reputation of punctuality and 
people over a time are even willing to pay for punctuality and predictability. Second it helps you 
manage the operations more smoothly, with lesser disruptions.  Indigo airline uses technology 
effectively to achieve the best on time performance. It uses Aircraft Communications Addressing 
and Reporting System (ACARS) digital data link system that enables communication between 
aircraft and ground systems using radio and satellite links. Though ACARS is a standard applica-
tion available to all airlines, it is heavily customized by the airlines for their specific use to let 
the in flight systems interact with the ground systems with or without the manual intervention. 
Indigo gives due credit to this system for their punctual performance. It must be indirectly also 
contributing to lesser flight cancellations.

A good load factor ensures healthy top line, but to have an equally great bottom line it is im-
portant to manage your costs also as effectively. Aircrafts are the main assets of an airline and 
hence they provide some scope for cost rationalization. Indigo Airlines made a world record by 
making a single largest bulk purchase in global aviation history.  It was an order to acquire 180 
Airbus A-320 aircrafts at an estimated Rs 70,200 crores. What did it deliver them – economies of 
scale for sure, and a great negotiation on the price of the primary asset. Staggered delivery of 
planes over next 15 years ensured that they are put into operation and generate revenue as soon 
as they arrive. This order also brings economy to the operations.  Having a single type of aircraft 
means that your pilots have to be trained on a single type of aircraft and all your pilots are avail-
able for all your flights. Your flying fleet, you most key resources are not divided by their skill, 
the training costs go down, as you do not have to invest in multiple types of trainings. The same 
applies for maintenance cost and turn around costs of the flights. The process of maintaining 
and operating aircrafts can simply be standardized.

Indigo also bring in the enviable efficiency in their op-
eration as they perform better on all the above-men-
tioned factors with a much smaller fleet than their ma-
jor competitors. They have 57 planes compared to 101 
of Jet Airways and 148 of Air India.

Indigo Airlines made a world record by making a single largest 
bulk purchase in global aviation history.  It was an order to acquire 
180 Airbus A-320 aircrafts at an estimated Rs 70,200 crores. 

To sum up, all the above factors have to be constantly orchestrated to maintain the lead.  They 
maintain a relatively frugal office, with no flamboyance in air in tune with their low cost carrier 
image. They also seem to believe that it is their product and service that is the hero and that 
is why do not see any in your face advertising. There is innovation and cost consciousness in 
smaller actions that put together would make a formidable impact, like:

• More flights between fewer cities
• Ramp passage to enter the aircraft. Wheel chair passengers can be boarded by just one em-

ployee, other airlines require 4 employees
• Serving only cold food to save fuel cost
• Young fleet means less maintenance cost
• Innovative design of food packaging – helps build the brand
• Introducing flight crew as humans more than their names leading to good on board service
• Investment in crew training
• Using budget hotels for everyone including the President
• Hiring the best talent in the Industry according to Travel Agents Association of India
• Clear focus on profitability

This is how their website sums it up:

• One type of airplane - brand new Airbus A320-200s, seating 180 passengers
• One type of fare - low
• One type of customer service – professional
• One way to deal with delays and cancellations - honestly

The airline’s training is a central operation with three segments: first being the functional skills 
training aimed at specific roles like that of pilots, in-flight crew, ticketing attendants, baggage 
handling etc. Second is training for customer service and soft skills and the third is coaching for 
leadership training at all levels.

IndiGo has a clear lead in Indian aviation that has come through meticulous planning, negotia-
tion and attention to customer service and execution. Their eyes are firmly on the future, as they 
believe that Indian market is really un-penetrated and offers a great growth story. They like to 
quote the fact that India has 1 aircraft per 1.9 Million people while USA has 1 for every 50,000 
people. Though we can’t say if it is a fair comparison, but it sure puts light on the magnitude of 
gap that exists and the opportunity that it presents.

IndiGo has a clear lead in 
Indian aviation that has come 
through meticulous planning, 
negotiation and attention to 
customer service  
and execution. 

They like to quote the fact that 
India has 1 aircraft per 1.9 
Million people while USA has 
1 for every 50,000 people.
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Mission 
10X
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MIssIon 10X
Wipro’s Initiative of Transforming Employability

about Wipro
Wipro is one of India’s oldest conglomerates. Found in 1945, the company has transformed itself 
from a vegetable oil company to one of world’s foremost IT services firms. Let by the philanthro-
pist businessman, Azim H Premji, Wipro today has interests in IT outsourcing, consumer care 
and lighting, infrastructure engineering, and has a joint- venture with GE in medical systems. The 
company’s focus on quality management, leadership development, training and talent enhance-
ment, sustainability, and corporate ethics, has won it several accolades and a reputation of a 
desired company to work with. 

The flagship business of Wipro is Wipro Technologies, its global IT outsourcing arm. Led by Mr. 
TK Kurian, the division has revenues of USD 5,921 billion and has 130,000 employees, serving 
900 customers across 54 countries. The offerings include IT services, business process outsourc-
ing, consulting services, product engineering services, infrastructure management services, and 
recently introduced business of Eco Energy. These services span 24 industry verticals, ranging 
from aerospace to utilities. Further, Wipro has built a strong heritage of thought leadership with 
its focus on academia collaboration, joint- research with product vendors, and by investing in 
dedicated centers of excellence, which have consistently given Wipro a steam of intellectual 
property assets.  

This growth, global reach, and customer value isn’t possible without the right talent. While the 
Indian IT offshoring business has grown at a breakneck speed, the infrastructure hasn’t been 
able to keep pace with the demand, especially the demand of suitable talent. The innovation 
that the case discusses is about one of India’s largest efforts in the direction of building quality 
talent, and Wipro paved the way to this first of a kind innovation. 

The Genesis of Mission 10X
One of the success stories in India in the last few decades has been the IT services industry, 
which has not only delivered economic benefits to the nation in terms of foreign reserves but also 
helped create numerous jobs and a reputation of a technology prowess in much of the world. The 
gross revenue from the industry is expected to cross the USD 100 billion mark, and has witnessed 
a significant spillover ef-
fect in creation of sever-
al domestic upstarts in 
the domain of software 
and hardware product 
and services. While the 
numbers look good, the 
industry struggles with 
concerns of quality of 
talent. Several studies 

Wipro is one of 
India’s oldest 

conglomerates. 
Found in 1945, 

the company has 
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from a vegetable 

oil company to one 
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IT services firms. 
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In Pursuit of Excellence 
in Engineering Education 
through Innovation

estimate that only a fraction (as low as 25%) of the total available engineering and technical 
talent is indeed employable. It is unfortunate that one of the most aspirational and populous 
nations in the world has to compromise on its wellbeing because of concerns regarding quality 
of talent. Technical skills apart, the reasons sighted for poor employability include: poor inter-
personal skills, lack of creative and independent thinking, inadequate conceptualization skills, 
and other soft skills. This gap between quantity and quality of talent can strand India’s devel-
opment ambitions. Many of these skills emerge from the institutional deficiencies that India’s 
education system possesses, and as a resort many IT firms have invested heavily in setting up 
training institutions to bring the employees up to speed. But the question is- is it a sustainable 
solutions? Wipro thinks that it isn’t.

“Give a man a fish; you have fed him for today. Teach a man to fish; and you have fed him for a 
lifetime”! That’s the approach Wipro adopted in solving the problem at its roots. Instead of fo-
cusing on improving the quality of students at students’ level, Wipro thought of systematically 
addressing the skill- gap for teachers, who could in-turn influence several students. With this 
view in mind, emerged the idea of Mission 10X in 2006. 

Mission 10X
Mission 10X, which exists today as a not-for profit trust, was born in Wipro in 2007. Launched 
on Teachers’ Day, 5th September 2007, the mission was to bring a ten- fold improvement in the 
employability landscape in India. To address this, the team devised an innovative approach. It 
aimed at creating a quantum improvement in the employability landscape to help build institu-
tions of excellence, which in turn leads to students who are industry ready when they step out 
of their institutions.  

The heart of the concept is the Mission 10X Learning Approach (MxLA), which focuses on a learn-
er- centric approach as against a teacher- centric approach. This method adopts various tech-
niques to empower engineering faculties, develop higher levels of thinking in them, help link 
concepts with theory through new approaches, build leadership qualities in them, make them 
adept at using technology platforms, shares best practices on teaching methods, educate them 
on effective approaches of teaching, and instill a sense of pride in their work. All this is a part of 
rigorous Mission 10X Certification Program. The program also gives an opportunity for trained 
teachers to earn prestigious certifications such as Mission10X Dale Carnegie Certificate in High 
Impact Teaching Skills; Cambridge International Certificate for Teachers and Trainers; and Mis-
sion10X Certificate in Teaching and Learning.

An effective way teachers learn on a continuous manner is to create online communities where 
they share novel teaching methods and validate their application at other institutions. Over this 
platform, teachers, facilitated by Mission 10X team, have created over 8,000 resource guides 
for enhancing classroom teaching. Another innovation by the Mission 10X team was to create a 
Unified Technology Learning Platform (UTLP) in association with IIT Madras. This IC based, multi- 
purpose kit gives teachers and students a hands-on experience of performing various experi-
ments in electronic, communication and computer technology.
 

In all, the innovation has introduced a method of 
teaching, and behavioral transformation for several 
hundred engineering teachers in India, developed 
knowledge repository, and created new equipment fa-
cilitating better theory- practice bridging.

The approach
Mission 10X was an outcome of the Quantum Innovation project that Wipro took 
sometime in 2006. Facilitated by Bangalore based innovation consulting firm- Ere-
hwon, the project aimed at bringing about orbit shifting innovation in the employ-
ability scenarios in India. The original idea was to train 10,000 faculty members at 
engineering colleges countrywide by 2010, but the program exceeded the expecta-
tions comprehensively. Managed right since inception by Wipro’s long- timer, Mr. 
Nagarjuna Sadineni, the project went much beyond the original plan conceived. As 
the mission picked pace, various educational institutions joined in and the team 
grew from just a few Wiproites to various consultants, teachers, educators, and 
practitioners associated with the cause. 
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The outcome
One of the clear outcomes of Wipro’s Mission 10X program is that of improvement in teachers’ 
quality in engineering institutes in India. The result is a better crop of students. While Wipro 
won’t be the private beneficiary of the efforts, the very fact that Wipro has chosen to take the 
lead gives the firm a huge mileage. The benefit in terms of goodwill building among the various 
educational institutions across the country is significant. But the largest beneficiary is the Indian 
IT industry and the allied sectors where such well-educated students would set their feet. 

In the last five years, the program has reached over 1,100 engineering colleges across 25 states 
in India and trained more than 21,000 engineering faculty. This is a significant achievement by an 
organization and the downstream effect of such program on the economy would be significant. 

The future

Inspired by the success of Phase- 1 of the Mission 10X 
program, Wipro had launched the II- phase of the pro-
gram where the plan is to cover 25,000 faculty mem-
bers, facilitate development of 2,500 learning kits and 
draw deeper partnerships with universities and indus-
try bodies. Surely the Mission 10X will help take India 
to its rightful place in the global landscape.  

In Pursuit of Excellence 
in Engineering Education 
through Innovation

In the last five years, the program has reached over 1,100 engi-
neering colleges across 25 states in India and trained more than 
21,000 engineering faculty. 
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aKshay paTRa
AKSHAYA PATRA  is a public,  charitable, secular trust, registered in Bangalore.

It’s vision “No child in India shall be deprived of education because of hunger.” aims to tackle 
two big challenges of India – Hunger and Education. Its trustees include people from ISKCON, 
Entrepreneurs, Corporate philanthropists and eminent citizens. It started operations in June 
2000 in Bangalore by providing mid day meals to about 1500 children in 5 schools.

On 28 November 2001, the Supreme Court of India passed an order directing all state govern-
ments to introduce cooked mid-day meals in primary schools. Akshaya Patra was one of the or-
ganizations invited to take this mission forward. They now partner with central and various state 
governments to deliver the mid day meals to children in both urban and rural India on all school 
days. It feeds more than 1.3 Million children in 9000+ schools in 10 states and 20 locations with 
an aim to reach 5 Million children by 2020. 

Challenges: 
Akshaya Patra is the world’s largest non-governmental organization school meal program, ac-
cording to the Limca Book of Records, 2009. While the goal is noble, the challenge is to scale up 
the operations to reach out to more and more children. 

Key challenges involved:

• Scalability of Operations i.e. cooking such huge quantities on a daily basis
 ~ Maintaining Hygiene.
 ~ Estimation of food required everyday .
 ~ Management of left over food.

• Logistics:
 ~ Distribution i.e. taking these freshly cooked meals to children.
 ~ Reverse logistics i.e. bringing back the vessels for distribution the next day.
 ~ Ensuring smooth operations with no pilferage or malpractices .

scalability:
Akshaya Patra has two types of kitchens – centralized and de-centralized. Majority kitchens are 
centralized and can cook anywhere between 50,000 to 1,50,000 meals everyday through mini-
mum human intervention. De-centralized kitchens are established close to the schools in remote 
areas where setting up large kitchens does not make sense. Self-help groups that are trained by 
the Akshaya Patra to cook hygienic food run de-centralized kitchens often located in or near the 
school.  Raw material and basic infrastructure is also provided to them on a weekly basis and 
a representative of the Trust overlooks the smooth running of the operations. Lot of times self 
help group comprise of mothers of school kids and it helps them add extra income to the family. 
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Centralized kitchens are at the heart of the mid day meal program at Akshaya Patra. Cooking 
takes place in mechanized, steam heated cauldrons custom built to reduce the cook-to-con-
sume time. Food passes through various steps mechanically before it is sent to the stainless 
steel containers that are used to take the food to schools.  These state of the art kitchens de-
signed for steam based cooking that ensures minimum human intervention and also helps lock 
the nutritious value in the food, while help achieve the required scale.

For example some of the machines at Akshaya Patra 
can chop 40 kgs of vegetables in about a minute or 
churn out Rotis at the rate of 40,000+ Rotis an hour. 
This ensures both hygiene and economies of scale, however there is a cost attached to setting 
up these kitchens.Menu changes everyday and reflects the local food habits, e.g. in south India 
it is Rice, Sambhar & Curd and in North India it is Vegetable, Daal and Roti.  

To meet this requirement kitchen design varies from region to region, as does certain machinery 
and equipment as well. One of the striking innovations is three-tier kitchen design based on 
gravity flow and a process formatted to suit the operation and maximize output with least loss 
of energy. For example cleaned rice is kept in a silo on the ground floor and is first lifted into 
a smaller silo on the third floor via bucket elevators and is then dropped to the second floor 
through a computer-controlled flow valve. 

Washing of the rice and lentils and the cutting of vegetables are done on the second floor. These 
are then dropped through a number of stainless steel chutes to vessels on the first floor where 
the cooking is done. The cooked food is similarly dropped to the ground floor, where it is packed 
into airtight stainless steel containers and loaded into custom-designed grid vehicles. The pro-
cesses are synchronized and to keep all these processes in harmony, certain SOP’s are followed.

• Everything is premeasured, pre-cut, pre-portioned, pre-processed, electronically controlled, 
and correctly timed.

• Custom-made machinery is used for cooking.
• Each section has a skilled worker at hand.
• The hygiene standards followed are very strict and make for a complete hygienic and nutri-

tious meal.
• Due to mechanization and automation the production facility can also obtain a standard prod-

uct in terms of taste.

Majority kitchens are centralized and can cook anywhere 
between 50,000 to 1,50,000 meals everyday through  
minimum human intervention.

Most machinery is made with anti-corrosive stainless steel to minimize the potential food con-
tamination. Technology has been inno vatively used to achieve the scale at the level of opera-
tions. To maintain the standards, each kitchen strives to be ISO certified for its processes. As of 
today six of the AkshayaPatra kitchens have received FSMS ISO 22000:2005 certification

logistics:
Custom built vehicles designed to keep the food hot and fresh take the food from centralized 
kitchens to the schools. A driver, two assistants and a security person accompany each vehicle. 
Each school representative has to sign off the receipt of the food and also provide the require-
ment for the next day. One vehicle can serve somewhere between 10-15 schools or about 5000 
students. 

To minimize fuel consumption and cost, they have developed route simulation software. A pilot 
run of this tool reduced the number of routes in the Bangalore South kitchen by 10 percent, 
and experts estimate that an optimization opportunity of up to 15 percent exists if the tool is 
implemented across all units. To improve the efficiencies in logistics GPS technology has been 
installed in meal delivery vehicles along with automating attendance data collection from the 
schools using IVRS hand-held devices.

operations: 
Though it is a non-government, charitable organization, operationally it is run like a business 
organization, and that is no wonder as the people guiding this mission comes from some of 
the most successful businesses in India. Efficient management of resources and leveraging the 
economies of scale the average cost per meal is as low as Rs 6.31 including the transportation 
of food to the schools.
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Impact:
Estimated 45 Million children in India do not go to 
school, as they have to lend a helping hand to their 
parents to earn the food for the family. Since they are 
not educated they continue to be poor and the cycle 
goes on. 
Providing food to school going children is helping these children attend school, so that they 
grow up healthy and have the opportunities to do better things in life and have more choices 
available to them. 

For a lot of these children this is the only full meal they eat. In many places the mid day meals 
become a reason for the children to come to school, as they or their parents do not have to work 
to earn the same. Children have better health through improved nutrition levels that are required 
in the growing years. It also helps them have better energy levels that also help them study bet-
ter in the schools.

1.3 Million children get at least one full meal that is nutritious, 
wholesome and unlimited. Each meal has about 550 Calories.

After the introduction of this scheme, enrolment and attendance in the schools have 
gone up. Enrolment of the girl child in rural areas has gone up more than that of boys,  
which is encouraging.

AC Nielsen study in 2006 found out the following impacts of mid day meal program:

• Increased enrollment in schools - On an average, student enrolment in Class I increased by 
23.3% during the first year of program implementation in all the centers measured.

•  Increase in attendance in schools by 11.67% and reduced dropout rate
• Improved performance of students in class in terms of better attention span and academic 

progress.
• Improved nutritional status of students – 78.2% parents believed so

1.3 Million         
9793       
10      
HK Hill, VK Hill, Hubli, Bellary, Mangalore, Mysore, Vi-
zag,    Hyderabad, Jaipur, Baran, Nathdwara, Gandhina-
gar, Vadodara, Surat, Puri, Nayagarh, New Delhi,
Vrindavan, Bhilai     
4414 employees and 1940 people from self help groups
Rs 6.31
57% by Government, 43% Private Funding           

No Of Children Served     
No Of Schools    
No Of States      
Location   

Staff    
Cost per meal  
Split Of Funding  
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CoMMon flooR 
an online platform for people living in small communities in urban India. 

CommonFloor is a niche social media platform that 
creates an online platform for people living in small 
communities in urban India. Founded by Vikas Malpa-
ni, Sumit Jain and Lalit Mangal in 2007, it is India’s first 
real estate portal dedicated to apartments and gated 
communities. It hosts an online community manage-
ment platform that extends its role to buying, selling, 
renting properties and beyond with an aim to be a one-
stop solution for all property related needs - from find-
ing to managing and connecting with the apartment 
community. 
The CommonFloor team is recognized as top innovators for their highly useful and inventive idea 
that makes life easy for all stakeholders in the realty space – from owners to vendors while build-
ing a successful and scalable business.

opportunity: 
Profile of urban India is changing due to large-scale movement of people to these areas. New 
residential areas are coming as clusters of large apartment complexes or gated communities. 
The characteristic of these communities is that they share a space and resources that they need 
to manage together. Residents have many common needs and together they can also get econo-
mies of scale from service providers while offering a good platform to the potential service pro-
viders. There is a need of a common platform that connects the members of the same community, 
members across communities and members with the service providers. There was a white space 
here that has been addressed by Commonfloor, an online platform that provides platform as well 
as tools to owners and residents to manage their various needs.

CommonFloor is a 
niche social media 

platform that 
creates an online 

platform for people 
living in small 

communities in 
urban India. 

Common
floor
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Profile of residents is upwardly mobile: they use Inter-
net as preferred medium of interacting, communicat-
ing and transacting. 

Challenges: 
A common and continuous challenge for CommonFloor is to keep the technology flexible enough 
to be adaptable / customizable as per each community’s need, as well as rigid enough to ensure 
that basic architecture of collaboration is well maintained. The other has been to educate users 

The solution is focused on addressing all the property related 
needs of the property owners and residents. Residents can be 
owners themselves or tenants.

CommonFloor not only acts 
as a knowledge bank of the 

communities. It also  
generates awareness 
amongst apartment  

communities regarding 
their legal rights and s 
pecific issues that may 

affect them.

of the need to connect with their neighbors / society and about how CommonFloor can solve a 
variety of problems while keeping their privacy undisturbed. The third challenge was to market 
the product to not-for-profit (RWA’s, Societies) organizations with no prior background of using 
technology to make their life easier and well connected. 

solution:
The solution is focused on addressing all the property related needs of the property owners and 
residents. Residents can be owners themselves or tenants.

Key features:
Apartment listings: This creates a profile of the property itself, by creating a directory like con-
tent with details including features, amenities, master plan, location map, builder profile, prop-
erty pictures, neighborhood profile, unbiased reviews while enabling interaction with existing 
apartment owners/residents. 

Apartment management software: This helps the administration and management of apartment 
communities by allowing them to manage their day-to-day functions like asset maintenance, 
maintain active members directory, maintain accounts for operations and tracking complaints. 
RWA managers have the facility to send SMS updates to their members on any changes, meet-
ings or information sharing. They can also have secure apartment website on the platform.  

CommonFloor acts as a tool to computerize the com-
munity’s management and accounting processes and 
leverages the Internet to discuss issues and share in-
formation, thereby enabling more efficiency and trans-
parency in apartment operations.

 Apartment community platform: to help community residents connect with each other and get 
updates about their property. This allows information sharing amongst the residents. It allows 
the RWA and residents to communicate with each other. It helps neighbors to connect with 
each other for common needs and interests. Apartment communities have used CommonFloor 
innovatively to come together for various needs. From Annual Body Meetings to cultural events 
and festivals, a large number of communities have used CommonFloor to bring their residents 
together and plan these events. CommonFloor also acts as a knowledge bank of the communi-
ties. It generates awareness amongst apartment communities regarding their legal rights and 
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specific issues that may affect them. It maintains well-researched articles on important issues 
/ concerns like Khata, Property laws, association formation etc. to assist owners. These articles 
have comments from house-owners as well as legal experts, thereby enabling collaboration and 
discussions. For example, recently in Bangalore, apartment communities used CommonFloor 
to come together against KSPCB (Karnataka State Pollution Control Board) for withdrawal of 
consent fee. CommonFloor enabled this by publishing articles and news stories regarding the 
policies of KPCB around consent fee as well as by sending mailers to all committee members to 
draw their attention to this issue. This led to many members joining hands for a common cause.

Vendor Connect: This feature allows apartment associations to manage various vendors who 
provide services to these communities. E.g. Security services, maintenance services, cable net-
work providers, drinking water suppliers, pest control, Fire Safety equipments providers, CCTV 
management, Landscaping services etc. Individual services include things that are not common 
to the whole community but are used individually by more or less everyone like Interior design-
ers, maidservants, drivers, mobile parlours, painting jobs etc. Through this feature, Common-
Floor acts as a sourcing and marketing channel for property agents, developers, service provid-
ers, brands and businesses to offer their services to a relevant target audience in apartments, in 
a non-intrusive manner. 

CommonFloor acts as a sourcing and marketing channel for prop-
erty agents, developers, service providers, brands and business-
es to offer their services to a relevant target audience in apart-
ments, in a non-intrusive manner. 

Common Floor

Communities

RWA

Vendors

Sponsors

Data security, privacy protection and anti-spam com-
munication are the basic tenets of a successful online 
product, without which the customer retention would 
be a challenge. CommonFloor of course takes care of 
this important and sensitive need of its customers.

Since it is all about 
property, it is an  

attractive platform for 
the real estate  

developers and the 
ancillary service  

providers.

business Value:
Major sources of revenue for CommonFloor are:

Advertisements:  While pay per click advertising models remain 
the cornerstone for online businesses, CommonFloor has  
embedded an advertising model within its business 
model is such a way that they have multiple streams of  
advertising revenue. As an active and engaged commu-
nity, the Commonfloor users become a potential ground 
for the advertisers. They can do focused advertising 
based on geography and demographics. Commonfloor 
provides the facility to the advertisers to place an in-mail 
advertisement and in-SMS advertisement, that is, when 
mails and SMSs are sent to a certain community, a small 
advertisement is placed with in it.
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Vendor Connect: Commonfloor maintains a vendor listing where vendors can pay to be listed as 
a potential service provider for an area. For a fee vendors can also get the contacts of the poten-
tial customers looking for their products or services. Commonfloor also provides information to 
vendors on service contracts with RWAs, like when they are expiring and due for renewal, when 
new contracts are available. There is feature of sponsorships where vendors can sponsor events 
or activities as part of their marketing campaign. A simple workflow connects the vendors and 
the RWAs and allows them to derive benefits from the association. 

Property Listing: This is a simple feature for potential buyers, sellers and tenants. Individual 
owners can list their property when they intend to sell it or rent it, the same information is avail-
able for anyone to view. Property agents can get the contact details of the owners, buyer, and 
sellers by paying fees.

Innovation 

The key innovation at Commonfloor is the identifica-
tion of a white space and addressing the needs of the 
emerging communities that needed some synchroni-
zation. Within the white space they identified various 
players and then created a platform that is helpful to 
all the players be it individual residents, RWA manage-
ment, vendors or marketers. They catered to needs of 
each of them and brought them together in such a way 
that all of them are gainfully engaged while delivering 
value to the platform. 

Key Data: 
• Launched in 2007
• Offices in Bangalore, Gurgaon, Pune, Chennai and Hyderabad.
• Presence in 130+ Cities across India
• 50,000+ communities listed 
• More than 50 Lakh homes connected 
• Interest from Singapore, USA, UK, UAE and other international markets
• Funded by Accel Partners in 2009 to scale up operations
• Co-founder Vikas Malpani recognized by Technology Review of  

Massachusetts Institute of Technology as India’s Top Innovators  
under the age of 35.
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JaIpUR RUGs 
JRC is a manufacturer and exporter of Indian hand made rugs including the 
hand knotted, hand tufted, and flat woven styles. 

Jaipur Rugs Company (JRC) is a manufacturer and exporter of Indian hand made rugs  
including the hand knotted, hand tufted, and flat woven styles. 

It was founded in 1999 by Sh N K Chaudhary and is 
headquartered in Jaipur, India. 
As exporters, they connect the rural producers in India to global markets, playing the crucial role 
of managing the customers needs and scale in a globally dispersed supply chain. Raw material 
is sourced from across international locations and provided to weavers throughout rural India 
along with designs and the finished product is again sold globally in world markets. 

Its key innovation lies in orchestrating a supply chain 
that is not only dispersed but is also as diverse as it 
can be.

opportunity 

Hand woven carpets and rugs have a global demand 
and relatively few producers. Globally it is a $12 Billion 
business and India contributes about $700 million to 
this. There are more than 200 carpet exporters in India 
but most of them are unorganized, which means both 
the quality and quantity are not dependable and there 
are not many large players who can bring in the econ-
omies of scale and design smartness to the process. 
There are millions of people engaged in this labor-in-
tensive carpet weaving industry in rural India. 

Jaipur Rugs 
Company (JRC) 

is a manufacturer 
and exporter of 

Indian hand made 
rugs including the 

hand knotted, hand 
tufted, and flat 
woven styles. 
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JRC engages  
Indian weavers with  

the outside world 
through a supply chain 
model, which connects 

weavers with their 
ultimate customers 

across the globe. With 
an employee base of less 

than 500 they manage 
a weaver base of more 
than 40,000 artisans.

Challenges
Weavers are moving away from their traditional craft as better employment opportunities have 
emerged post liberalization in India. On the other hand the demand for hand woven carpets has 
not gone down. So there is a gap between the supply and the demand that could broaden if not 
addressed and a potential loss of business opportunity that it presents.

solution
JRC engages Indian weavers with the outside world through a supply chain model, which con-
nects weavers with their ultimate customers across the globe. With an employee base of less 
than 500 they manage a weaver base of more than 40,000 artisans. Information and Communica-
tions Technology (ICT) has been effectively used to manage the complex operations. There are 
more than 50 processes across the supply chain and JRC attempts to do value addition at each 
of these processes which makes the tracking and managing even more complex. They have well 
defined Standard Operating Processes for each of these bringing in standardization. Intelligent 
deployment of ICT helps to optimize and manage these processes. For example managing two 
of the biggest challenges of tracking inventories and managing Work In Progress (WIP) material. 
Even in their earlier days when use of technology was not so prevalent they depended on radio 
frequency enabled devices to communicate with the weavers at remote locations, now of course 
they use Internet and Intranet based communications with a robust ERP system at the back end. 
A Virtual Private Network (VPN) connects all 22 branches of JRC in India and its warehouses 
across the world. 

The Jaipur Rugs business flow Chart

Loom

Weaver Customer
Jaipur  
Rugs

Design

Dyed
yarn

A basic equipment to make 
carpets, may be owned either

 

by the weaver or the company

Developed in house by Jaipur
 Rugs and provided to the 

weavers in the form of printed 
maps which can be deciphered 

by the weavers to make designs

Supplied by Jaipur Rugs  
against job work (weaving)  

to be done by weavers

Weavers return  

carpet to Jaipur  

Rugs and get paid 
for the work done
on per sq. ft. basis

Jaipur Rugs  

sells carpet  

in the global  
markets

Today every loom can be tracked.  Each weaver is aware of his or her wages due and payment 
details through linkages with the bank to support financial inclusion services. Intranet applica-
tions to track inventory and manage materials movement. On the demand side JRC captures the 
customer needs through their buying behavior based on the data. They take inputs for designs 
and communicate the same to design cell, which in turn creates new designs. A prototype of new 
designs is created and tested in the market for mass production while for specific needs custom 
designs are produced based on the demand. 

Automation of the design process helped them come 
out with the designs quickly and with much lesser ef-
fort. The biggest advantage was the re-use of designs, 
or coming out with new designs that required small 
alternations in the existing designs. Design maps help 
weavers weave the design accurately through a pre-
cise visual reference.

Design is a key function for JRC as the process of  
making carpets is pretty standard and does not leave 
much space for changes except in the process stand-
ardization and automation. They have a dedicated 
team of designers and majority of them come from the 
weaver community from the rural areas and with lim-
ited formal education. Design cell works with different 
categories of design like traditional, transitional, and  
modern designs.
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All these categories have to undergo 
continuous innovation cycles to keep 
the markets interested in the product. 
Design cell adopts a four-step process 
for coming out with new designs:

• Conceptualization: Samples are 
showcased at trade shows to get in-
puts on the color, texture, designs 
and style that are in vogue. Based on 
this feedback they go back to design 
library both online and offline in both 
domestic and international markets 
to get ideas and inspiration for the 
new designs.

• Modeling: All the research from con-
ceptualization phase is put together 
to come out with a new theme and 
rough designs are created on the 
theme. Designers play with colors on 
the designs to come out with various 
possible design options.

• Design and prototyping: Best design 
is selected from the above options 
based on market intelligence and a 
prototype of this design is created. 
Design plus color combination is as-
signed a unique Id number and a de-
sign map is generated. A real carpet is 
created based on this computerized 
design and the result validated for 
minor details. A completed prototype 
is sent to the customer for approval.

• Customization: Based on the feed-
back, the design is sent for mass 
production in standard sizes, shapes, 
colors & texture. 

Using this process JRC manages to involve the grass root weavers as well as customers in the 
design process ensuring that each end of their supply chain understand the other end.

Besides process automation using ICT and design cell, JRC is also ISO 9000 certified for its qual-
ity assurance. JRC is a family owned business with most key organizations functions being head-
ed by family member i.e. Sh N K Chaudhary and his children. 

Biggest achievement of JRC has been bringing a pro-
cess-based innovation in unorganized sector while 
still keeping the weaver at the center of the process. 

Key Data
• Category leader in hand-knotted and hand-tufted carpets  
• Presence in India, USA and Europe  
• Exports to more than 20 countries  
• 22 branches in India   
• 40,000 artisans  
• 7000 weaving looms  
• 50 in-house designers
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Iron ore slime
Turning Threat to Opportunity at Tata Steel

about Tata steel

Tata Steel is one of India’s oldest and largest integrat-
ed steel manufacturers. Established in 1907 by Dora-
bji Tata, Tata Steel today has operations in 26 coun-
tries and a commercial presence in over 50 countries. 
With an annual crude steel capacity of over 28 million 
tonnes per annum (mtpa), the company has a turno-
ver of USD 26.13 billion and over 81,000 employees 
across five continents. The brand Tata and the trust 
that it inspires has been a force to reckon with over 
the decades, and this is fostered by the highest levels 
of safety, productivity, environmental efficiency, com-
munity building, and ethics that Tata Steel has demon-
strated over a century. 
Tata Steel has a long history of R&D and innovation. In 2011- 12 it invested 0.16% of the turnover 
in R&D. The company filed 517 IPRs in 2010- 11, a 15% jump from previous year. The firm was 
recently received the award for the ‘Highest number of patents granted to an Indian Owned Pri-
vate company in the last 5 years’ from the Ministry of Commerce and Industry at the 3rd Annual 
Intellectual Property Awards in 2011. 

The Research and Development and Scientific Services division of Tata Steel Limited at Jam-
shedpur, set up in 1937 as the ‘Research and Control Laboratory’, was one of its kind in India. 
The establishment has three core divisions: Research and Development, Scientific Services and 
Refractory Technology Group, supporting firm’s operations in India and South East Asia. In 2008-
09, R&D became part of the Global Research Development and Technology function of the Tata 
Steel group. There are five research centers across Jamshedpur, Ijmuiden (Netherlands), South 
Yorkshire (UK), Cleveland (UK), and at Warwick University in Coventry (UK). The Jamshedpur 
based R&D unit, which focuses on process and product research has 120 members, and the cur-
rent innovation came from that facility.

Tata Steel is one 
of India’s oldest 

and largest 
integrated steel 
manufacturers.
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The Genesis of Innovation
Iron ore is a major raw material for steel making. Typically after mining the iron ore, the impuri-
ties in the raw iron ore, namely alumina and silica (also called gang minerals), are separated 
at the mine site through a process known as beneficiation.  The usable iron minerals are trans-
ported to the steel plant and the rejects, or slime — fine in size and slurry in form — are stored 
at the mine site in deep ponds. The problem with slime is that it is a harmful waste and hence 
can’t be dumped anywhere. 

To address the problem, Tata Steel and other steel mills identified land within their mining ar-
eas to bury the waste. But over the years, this storage situation has worsened. Further, as per 
the projection from government of India, the country is expected to produce around 100 mil-
lion tonnes steel per year by 2020 and this will produce around 44 million tonnes of slime per 
year. Unless this huge volume of slime is utilized, it will pose a serious threat to the sustainable 
growth of steel industry in India. The threats are on account of loss of natural resources such as 
iron values, water and land.

Not all of this slime is a waste. In fact the slime contains small amounts of iron useful for steel-
making, but no technology exists to extract it from the slurry. Tata Steel gets its iron ore from 
Noamundi in Jharkhand and at Joda in Orissa. 

The key challenge for Tata Steel was to develop a tech-
nology that could isolate the iron, which is below 45 
microns, from the slime waste and make it useful for 
steelmaking. The innovation achieved the same, and 
has given very tangible benefits to Tata Steel, and is 
now getting scaled to other steel companies in India.

In 2008-09, R&D became part of the Global Research Develop-
ment and Technology function of the Tata Steel group. There are 
five research centers across Jamshedpur, Ijmuiden (Netherlands), 
South Yorkshire (UK), Cleveland (UK), and at Warwick University 
in Coventry (UK). The Jamshedpur based R&D unit, which focuses 
on process and product research has 120 members, and the cur-
rent innovation came from that facility.

As per the projection 
from government of 
India, the country is 
expected to produce 
around 100 million 

tonnes steel per year 
by 2020 and this will 

produce around 44 
million tonnes of 
slime per year. 

The Innovation
The slime- neutralization process is first of a kind technology in the world and has disruptive 
results, especially in Indian contexts. Unlike elsewhere in the world where iron ore contains silica 
waste, Indian iron ore is also rich in alumina and this makes the separation process very dif-
ficult. The novel technology for beneficiation and utilization of slime is based upon a detailed 
understanding of metallurgy and electromagnetism. The innovation implies separation of iron 
rich mineral phases such as hematite or magnetite from silicate rich gangue minerals at feed 
particle size coarser than 150 microns and in extreme case it is extended up to 45 microns. Tata 
Steel developed a proprietary technology to bring about the innovation, details of which aren’t 
available in the public domain.

Port Talbot Works Blast Furnace No 5
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Jamshedpur Works

The approach
The project comprised of a 30 members team from the Tata Steel’s R&D unit in Jamshedpur. 

The Results

Tata Steel estimates that a full-fledged plant for a 
slime-neutralization operation would cost about INR 
90 crores and this can be recouped in four-five years. 
The company could potentially save INR 260 crores in 
next 20 years with this innovation in place. 
This is in addition to the environmental savings that the company brings about the avoiding 
disposal of this harmful waste, saving water usage which otherwise is used during slime separa-
tion process, 

An idea can result into more than a few outcomes, and that was the case with the iron separa-
tion innovation from Tata Steel. Not only that the team extracted useful iron from the otherwise 
wasteful slime, but also found a great use of the waste itself. Tata Steel collaborated with the 
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) to make bricks, tiles and pavement blocks 
from the slime. In numbers, the innovation would save around 550 number families from dis-
placement due to dumping sites, 16.0 billion gallons of water, and bricks made would serve 1o 
lacks homes at mine site for the natives.

The innovation  
would save around  

550 number families 
from displacement 

due to dumping sites, 
16.0 billion gallons of 

water, and bricks made 
would serve 1o lacks 

homes at mine site for 
the natives.

Way forward
Following Tata Steel’s approach and the potential cost savings at the large scale, Union Ministry 
of Steel and Mines has designated this concept as a national project. This would mean Tata Steel 
would make its technology available to other steel companies in India and the benefits would 
be even large scale.  
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about Global Innovation & Technology alliance (GITa) 
Since many years, there has been a concern about industry’s low (com-
pared to many countries) investment in Research & Development and 
technology deployments in the country. Due to limited resources and 
inherent constraints, many nations today, leverage global innovations 
for industrial development and for providing technology solutions to 
challenges they face. Global partnerships and industry-involvement 
in technology development, refinement to suit local conditions and 
finally deployment for business and social development have been a 
missing link in India for many years. While India has many policy in-
centives and measures to attract industry investment in this space, it 
is far behind than many countries. Interestingly, many such countries 
have established arm’s length organizations to professionally manage 
and implement programs those involve industry and global linkages.

The Department of Science & Technology experimented a Public-Pri-
vate-Partnership (PPP) delivery model during last few years and found 
worth expanding and institutionalizing the same. Subsequently, the 
sub-committee of the Prime Minister’s Council on Trade & Industry 
recommended institutionalizing the model.

Finally, on 29 November, 2011, a PPP, not-for-profit (Section 25) Com-
pany named “Global Innovation & Technology Alliance” (GITA) has 
been incorporated jointly by the Technology Development Board 
(TDB) of the Department of Science & Technology (DST), Government 
of India and the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII). 

GITA is 
• A unique institution for providing demand-driven technol-

ogy solutions through global alliances on a competitive 
process

• An one-stop-shop for forging frontline global technological 
alliances for Indian companies for achieving leadership in 
world and domestic markets

• An Innovative mechanism between government of India and 
Indian industry for attracting Indian industry’s investment 
in technology by Mapping technology gaps, Evaluating  
technology offers across the globe on appropriateness from 
techno-economic perspective for India, Connecting among 
technology developers, providers, commercializers, Fund-
ing last phase of technology development that connects the 
market and Deployment of technology solutions.

GITA is governed by the board where senior officers from Government 
and CII’s key industry CEOs are the directors. CII and TDB have put 51% 
and 49% respectively in GITA’s equity. DST has transferred country-
specific funds to GITA for implementing India’s bilateral and multilat-
eral Industrial R&D and technology deployment programs (currently 
with Canada, Israel and ASEAN block) involving industry and aca-
demia. Many countries are showing interest to launch with India such 
industrial R&D programs and Indian industry, especially MSMEs are 
partnering with global partners and developing new technologies for 
global markets. 

GITA
Board
Members

Mission 10X impact report http://www.mission10x.com/mission-10x/Documents/IMPACT%20REPORT.PDF
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Financial facts about Tata Steel http://www.tatasteel.com/investors/performance/charts/interactive-charts.asp

IPR section of Tata Steel http://tatasteelindia.com/products-and-processes/processes/rnd/about-us/ipr-and-publica-
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Technology Development Board (TDB)
Innovations and technology development are the prime mov-
ers of national economies. North centric technology frontiers 
are about to change in the twenty-first century. India and the 
other developing world is taking lead in the global economy 
of manufacturing and services. Their continuing edge shall 
largely depend upon their technological lead. Government of 
India recognizes the importance of technology development 
for the economy beside addressing the national issues of 
education, health, poverty, water, infrastructure development 
and environment preservation. 

The National Science and Technology Policy acknowledge the 
importance of technology development and follow a com-
prehensive approach to harness the human potential and 
knowledge power in India. The gap in commercialization of 
the newly developed technologies, because of inherent high 
risk and newness of the new technologies was filled in by cre-
ating Technology Development Board through an Act of the 
Parliament in 1996.

TDB when created was a unique organization not only in India 
but also elsewhere having mandate to encourage innovator 
entrepreneurs and commercial enterprises to take up tech-
nology oriented projects attempting commercial application 
of indigenous technology or adapting imported technology 
for wider domestic applications. Since its inception in 1996, 
TDB has played a pro-active role in promoting new ideas from 
small enterprises even at the risk of failure, encouraged pro-
duction of competitive consumer products, motivated indus-
tries and R&D institutions for product innovation, developed 
socially relevant and profitable technologies, identified and 
acted in areas requiring strategic interventions and also in-
vested in core technological strengths to enable the Indian in-
dustry to stand up to the competitive pressure and help them 
become a global player.

Success of TDB has prompted many nations to duplicate the 
efforts. TDB facilitates new technologies commercialization 
by providing by soft loans, equity support and grants to in-
dustrial enterprises. TDB has elaborate and independent 
evaluation mechanisms consisting of domain experts. 

Over the years TDB has supported more than 400 innova-
tions which also includes projects funded by 13 technology 
oriented Venture Capital Funds in which investments were 
made by TDB and also the projects supported by 36 Science 
& Technology Entrepreneurs Parks (STEPs) and Technology 
Business Incubators (TBIs) who have been provided Seed 
Support fund by TDB. For this TDB has made available funds 
of about Rs. 1232 crores (US$ 246.40 million) so far.  Profiles 
of entrepreneurs range from small scale companies to large 
national companies. Technology coverage was predominantly 
in drugs & medicines, bio-technology, medical engineering, 
software & IT, telecommunication, automobile & engineering 
and organic chemicals.

TDB also promotes technology development and commer-
cialization amongst entrepreneurs through mechanism of Na-
tional Awards. These Awards are often giving away by Presi-
dent of India to SMEs and also to the large sector every year 
on 11th May the Technology Day in a high profile event. TDB 
has also taken steps in international collaborations in further-
ing the cause of technology commercialization. For this TDB 
has developed institutional relations with France, Spain, UK.  

TDB has also partnered with industry associations such as CII 
and FICCI to achieve excellence in technology development 
through public private partnership. With this objective, TDB 
has launched two new programs, one in collaboration with 
Confederation of Indian Industries (CII) named “GITA” (Global 
Innovation & Technology Alliance) and the other in collabora-
tion with USAID and Federation of Indian Chambers of Com-
merce and Industry (FICCI) named “Millennium Alliance”.

GITA will scout for innovations around the world and leverage 
such innovations for enhancing technology competitiveness 
of Indian Industry & Institutions. GITA will support joint tech-
nology development, technology transfer and joint ventures 
between Indian entities and companies overseas. 

Whereas “Millennium Alliance”, an India - U.S. Innovation 
Partnership for Global Development, is designed to promote 
cost-effective and rigorously tested solutions for critical de-
velopment challenges that have the potential for sustained 
global impact.
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